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Group and User management are at the center of identity management and cybersecurity. GroupID is a complete
suite of applications that automates and manages identities in Active Directory, Azure AD, and MS 365.

GroupID V10 provides the laser-focus and automation required by IT
professionals
Group and User Management Built on Automation and Delegation
Without up-to-date group and user identities, IT administrators are in the dark. How many groups are there What access to resources
do they have How long until they are used to get inside the firewall
GroupID is the right tool ensure that groups are up to date and users are given the right permissions. IT administrators can easily
provision and manage groups and users based on needs and roles while securing the organization’s digital assets.

Automate:
GroupID Automate simplifies updating and improving the accuracy of groups and organizational security. Automate offers the following
features:


Smart group membership where AD groups are automatically updated with utmost consistency and accuracy.



Automation for empowering IT to establish policies and workflows around how groups should be configured.



Enhanced security to ensure that users are not over-privileged with rights and permissions.



Nested groups to accelerate the creation of group hierarchies (based on common criteria) with automated Dynasties.



PowerShell extensibility to extend GroupID into existing processes.

Self Service:
Self-Service is a group lifecycle management solution for any directory. It is a powerful web-based group & user management tool that
allows administrators to delegate directory administration to end-users based on permissions and workflow designed by IT. With GroupID
Self-Service, you can:


Delegate directory administration tasks to end-users safely and securely.



Approve or reject group creation, membership changes, or attribute changes.



Enable end-users to update their own profile information and attest to their organizational structure.



Reduce IT workload while saving time and effort for the organization.

Synchronize:
GroupID Synchronize is a bi-directional synchronization engine for on-Prem, hybrid, and cloud environments. It matches the data in your
Active Directory and HR databases to maintain accurate information when provisioning new user accounts, managing existing accounts, and
de-provisioning accounts that are no longer with the company. Accurate data in Active Directory is essential for security and productivity,
which is why using schema detection, Synchronize identifies the changes in the source file and replicates the data to the destination.

Password Center:
GroupID Password Center is a web-based self-service authentication tool that allows users to reset their own passwords without contacting
the helpdesk department. Password Center gives administrators the ability to enforce password reset and account unlock activity through
multi-factor authentication. The level of password complexity is configurable and can be even more strict than your domain directory
policies, which further strengthens the security of your organization.
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Reports:
GroupID Reports is a fully customizable reporting tool that allows you to view or print detailed insights on objects within your directory and
global address list (GAL). With Reports, administrators can keep track of important information such as groups and members, groups with no
members, groups with no owners, users who are locked out, users without a department, and computers that have never logged into the
network, etc. GroupID Reports significantly reduces the workload of the administration because all the crucial information is readily available.
It is worth mentioning the fact that Reports is absolutely free with any purchased or licensed GroupID product, which adds more value to
your subscription.

Authenticate:
GroupID Authenticate is a federation service for all GroupID applications providing SSO (Single Sign On) support across all GroupID modules
that use the same identity store. it verifies a user’s identity against a configured identity store before allowing them to log in and use any
GroupID module. For more sophisticated uses, GroupID Authenticate can be extended with third-party Single Sign On solutions that support
the SAML 2.0 standard. In addition to this, you can also implement Multi-Factor Authentication with a valid license of GroupID Password
Center.

Insights:
GroupID Insights provides visibility into your unstructured data and digital resources so you can manage them with efficiency. Understanding
the resources and how permissions are granted to users and groups is necessary for maintaining a pulse on the overall security of the
organization. Questions like what kind of access this person has and by what means they have that access can easily be answered through
GroupID Insights. Plus, when you combine GroupID Insights with Self-Service, it becomes a more powerful tool for administrators as it
empowers them to make changes necessary to ensure a secure profile for the organization.

Mobile Service:
GroupID Mobile is a smart application available across all major OS platforms. It is designed to carry out the most common tasks related to
delegated access to the directory that users will need. Whether a user needs to join a group, approve a workflow request, validate a profile,
or even reset a password, the handiness of your mobile device makes you productive and responsive to common tasks that often have
time-sensitive limitations.

Health Meter:
GroupID Health Meter adds efficiency to your Active Directory management system. The Health Meter is a powerful measurement and
reporting tool that uncovers potential issues before they cause a security breach or reduction in staff productivity. The best part is that it is
totally free with any purchased GroupID product.

GroupID Strategically and Dynamically Manages Your Directory
GroupID makes it easy to stay on top of all the changes, requests, and requirements that IT sees every day. The result:
 Distribution lists, security groups, and Office 365 groups are always up to date, increasing the organization’s efficiency.
 Users are empowered to perform common tasks independently, reducing calls to the help desk.
 Security risks are significantly reduced or eliminated altogether.
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